
Australian Mathematics Content Map 
 
Education Perfect Maths is an online learning resources with scaffolding smart lessons aligned to the 
Australian Curriculum. This table aligns the lessons provided by Education Perfect mapped to the 
Australian Curriculum. 
 

Year 5 Australian Curriculum 

Number and Algebra 

Number and place value Education Perfect lessons 

Identify and describe factors and multiples of whole 
numbers and use them to solve problems (ACMNA098) 

Multiples 
Applications of Multiples 
Factors 
Identifying Factors 

Use estimation and rounding to check the 
reasonableness of answers to calculations 
(ACMNA099) 

Introduction to Rounding 
Estimating Measurements 

Solve problems involving multiplication of large 
numbers by one- or two-digit numbers using efficient 
mental, written strategies and appropriate digital 
technologies (ACMNA100) 

Multiplication Using Place Value 
Multiplying Big Numbers 

Solve problems involving division by a one digit 
number, including those that result in a remainder 
(ACMNA101) 

Division in Parts 

Use efficient mental and written strategies and apply 
appropriate digital technologies to solve problems 
(ACMNA291) 

Covered as part of the lessons above 

Fractions and decimals 

Compare and order common unit fractions and locate 
and represent them on a number line (ACMNA102) 

Fractions on a number line 

Investigate strategies to solve problems involving 
addition and subtraction of fractions with the same 
denominator (ACMNA103) 

Adding Fractions with the Same Denominator 
Subtracting Fractions with the Same Denominator 
Fraction Word Problems 

Recognise that the place value system can be 
extended beyond hundredths (ACMNA104) 

Tenths 
Hundredths 
Thousandths and Beyond 

Compare, order and represent decimals (ACMNA105) Comparing Decimals 

Money and financial mathematics 

Create simple financial plans (ACMNA106) Introduction to Budgets 
Making a Budget 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1883539/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1883539/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1883538/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1883538/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/4743332/activity-selection
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/4743332/3456120/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1897924/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1897925/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1898874/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1896742/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1896804/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1899699/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1930898/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1929180/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1931330/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1883352/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1931793/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1883513/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1883519/activity-starter


Patterns and algebra 

Describe, continue and create patterns with fractions, 
decimals and whole numbers resulting from addition 
and subtraction (ACMNA107) 

Identifying Patterns 
Describing Patterns 

Find unknown quantities in number sentences involving 
multiplication and division and identify equivalent 
number sentences involving multiplication and division 
(ACMNA121) 

Missing Pieces of Patterns 
Continuing Patterns 
Gaps in Number Sentences 

Measurement and Geometry 

Using units of measurement 

Choose appropriate units of measurement for length, 
area, volume, capacity and mass (ACMMG108) 

Units of Measurement 
Units of Length 
Units of Area 
Net Mass and Gross Mass 
Hectares 

Calculate perimeter and area of rectangles using 
familiar metric units (ACMMG109) 

Areas of Rectangles 
Perimeter 
Finding Perimeters 

Compare 12- and 24-hour time systems and convert 
between them (ACMMG110) 

Converting between 12- and 24-Hour Time 

Shape 

Connect three-dimensional objects with their nets and 
other two-dimensional representations (ACMMG111) 

Nets of Prisms 
Nets of Pyramids 

Location and transformation 

Use a grid reference system to describe locations. 
Describe routes using landmarks and directional 
language (ACMMG113) 

Locations 
Using Compasses and Scales 
Describing Routes Using Landmarks 

Describe translations, reflections and rotations of 
two-dimensional shapes. Identify line and rotational 
symmetries (ACMMG114) 

Line Symmetry 
Line Symmetry in Life 
Identifying Rotational Symmetry 
Translation on a Grid 
Reflection on a Grid 
Rotation on a Grid 

Apply the enlargement transformation to familiar two 
dimensional shapes and explore the properties of the 
resulting image compared with the original 
(ACMMG115) 

The Enlargement Transformation 

Geometric reasoning 

Estimate, measure and compare angles using degrees. 
Construct angles using a protractor (ACMMG112) 

Angles 
Measuring Acute and Obtuse Angles 
Measuring Reflex Angles 
Estimating the Size of Angles 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1884487/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1884499/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1884489/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1884488/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1884490/activity-starter
http://v/
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1878986/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1878983/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1919297/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1922593/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1882867/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1878981/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1882792/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1915583/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1878989/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1880445/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1878991/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1916019/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1921268/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1878994/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1878994/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1881090/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1884557/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1884559/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1884558/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1878996/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1878998/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1891274/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1891276/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1880652/activity-starter


Statistics and Probability 

Chance 

List outcomes of chance experiments involving equally 
likely outcomes and represent probabilities of those 
outcomes using fractions (ACMSP116) 

Equal and Unequal Outcomes 
Probability as a Fraction 

Recognise that probabilities range from 0 to 1 
(ACMSP117) 

The Probability of Outcomes 

Data representation and interpretation 

Pose questions and collect categorical or numerical 
data by observation or survey (ACMSP118) 

Collecting Data 
Surveys 

Construct displays, including column graphs, dot plots 
and tables, appropriate for data type, with and without 
the use of digital technologies (ACMSP119) 

Column Graphs 
Dot Plots 
Dot Plots and Tables 
 

Describe and interpret different data sets in context 
(ACMSP120) 

Reading Column Graphs 
Comparing Graphs 

 

https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1884747/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1894079/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1895546/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/2235768/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/2237456/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1884840/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1884839/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1885163/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1885162/activity-starter
https://www.educationperfect.com/app/#/Maths/2557815/1897941/activity-starter

